There’s more to timbre than musical
instruments: a meta-analysis of timbre
semantics in singing voice quality perception
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Listen to the famous soprano
Maria Callas (1923–1977)
singing the aria “Vissi d’arte”
from Puccini’sTosca.
How would you describe the
timbre of her voice?
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The semantics of timbre

DISCOURSE STRATEGIES

Timbral descriptions like pressed, falsetto, hoarse, or wobble are essentially sound
source identifiers acting as semantic descriptors.
How to best describe attributes of the voice that bear no source associations?
Manuel Garcia II (1855) distinguished between registrar quality (sound source
identifiers) and timbral quality (open vs. closed; voix sombrée vs. voix blanche).
Stumpf (1890) theorized a low-dimensional semantic space of orchestral instrument
timbre, which many empirical studies have since confirmed (Saitis & Weinzierl 2019;
see diagram to the right).
We propose the use of a semantic differential method to determine if the terminology
developed for orchestral instruments can capture the characteristics of singing timbre.
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MATTER, CMC, ACTION,
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ringing
MIMESIS, ACOUSTICS
wha-wha
scratchy
nasal, raspy, deep, bright, rough,
hissing
soft, warm, sharp, hollow, sweet

(Porcello 2004/Wallmark 2018)

ASSOCIATION/
MIMESIS
Baroque-like
Italian-like

EVALUATION/
AFFECT
beautiful
interesting

CONCEPTUAL
METAPHORS

SEMANTIC
DIMENSIONS

CROSSMODAL
CORRESPONDENCES

INSTRUMENTS ARE VOICES
nasal, hissing

BRIGHTNESS/SHARPNESS
nasal, ringing, bright,
sharp, warm, sweet

VISION
bright (brightness),
deep, hollow, sharp (form)

ROUGHNESS/HARSHNESS
scratchy, raspy,
rough, soft

TOUCH
warm (thermoception)
rough (texture)
soft (compliance)

SOUND IS MATERIAL
deep, soft, bright, warm,
hollow, sharp, sweet
NOISE IS FRICTION
scratchy, raspy, rough
(Wallmark 2014)

FULLNESS/RICHNESS
deep, hollow
(Saitis & Weinzierl 2019)

GUSTATION
sweet (taste)

Timbre in pedagogical singing texts

Research plan
Meta-analysis (in progress)
- Review previous research on verbal attributes of singing voice timbre with
a particular focus on pedagogical texts—as well as work from music
psychology, music information retrieval, musicology, and ethnomusicology
- Incorporate theoretical, practical, and empirical perspectives

Survey with singing teachers
- Interview with free verbalization task during a listening test

Some pedagogical terms map to sound source modifications, while others
relate to metaphorical descriptions that bear no source associations:

- Design a questionnaire informed by meta-analysis results
- Perform psycholinguistic inference of semantic categories from the verbal
data itself through syntactic context and linguistic markers

- Collect semantic ratings of tested sounds using the meta-analysis and
teacher survey to generate a more appropriate lexicon than verbal scales
from instrumental timbre

x

Semantic differential study

- Consider three types of “expertise”: singers, musicians, non-musicians

Acoustical analysis
- Extract acoustic features from tested sounds
- Interpret semantic dimensions using a psychophysical approach
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